Monday July 11 2022, 22:30
Tuesday July 12 2022, 10:00 (only Abrahamsen)
.

CAROLIN WIDMANN, violin
George ENUSCA (1881-1955)
Airs dans le genre Roumain (1926), 8’
George BENJAMIN (b. 1960)
Three miniatures for solo violin (2001), 7’
I. “A Lullaby for Lalit”
II. “A Canon for Sally”
III. “Lauer Lied”

Hans ABRAHAMSEN (b. 1952)
Danish premiere:
Violin for Carolin (2021-22), 10’

15:30 Denis Kozhukhin
20:00 Sarah Maria Sun, Jörg Widmann and Schumann Quartett
22:30 Carolin Widmann

About the music
The open strings of the violin have always captivated
me. The fact that they are open got me thinking
about the first movement of Mozart’s fifth violin
concerto named Allegro Aperto – an open allegro –
as well as the blue sky. Two basic musical ideas flow
through the five movements of this piece and the
movements function as doubles of each other. The
first basic idea is found in the first movement which
I wrote for open strings without the use of the g
string. The music is simple, open, and in reality, a
canon in two speeds – a fast with stroked bow and
the other in half tempo with pizzicato in the left
hand. As in my work for chamber orchestra Schnee
there is an echo of Bach hidden somewhere in the
musical structure. Also, you might hear fragments of
the Danish folk song I went out on a summer’s day. A
song my uncle Vagn loved. He was an elementary
school teacher and played the violin. His playing was
my first exposure to the instrument.
The second basic idea is a systematic exploration of
the coincidence between prime numbers, scales and
again the open strings. The basis is a chromatic scale
from note D to note A. The seven steps are played
polyrhythmically simultaneously. To double this
basic musical idea, I mainly change tempo. The
original is the third movement, which is slow-fast,
and the duplicate is fast-slow and constitutes the
work's second movement.
In the fourth movement, we rediscover the basic idea
of the open strings from the first movement and thus
the fourth movement becomes the double of the first
movement. This time the idea is presented through
flagellets, the natural overtones of the strings. The
music has the same structure as the first movement,
but with a faster and different expression with
inspiration from excited birds.
The final and fifth movement revolves around our
late beloved cat Figaro, who used to lie on my sofa
for many years while I worked. In 2019, I wrote the
first sketches for a melody based on the letters of his
name: F, (m)I, G, A, R(e), (d)O. Unfortunately,
Figaro was hit by a car and died the following week
and the simple idea lay in the drawer for a long time.
When I returned to writing this piece in the Autumn
of 2021 the two basic ideas became the first four
movements and finally somewhere in the simple
melody on Figaro’s name, I rediscovered the ideas of
the open strings. The movement became an epitaph
and created a clear connection to the other
movements of this work.

The work is written for and dedicated to Carolin
Widmann who also has the honour of providing the
name for the rhythm in the title.
- Hans Abrahamsen

About the artist
In 2010, when the Hindsgavl Festival only had
existed for a few years in the form we know it today,
the German violinist from Munich (who is also the
sister of Jörg W) gave two concerts here. 11 years
later after many concerts, recitals and prestigious
prizes, Carolin Widmann returned to Hindsgavl
Festival in 2021. Like so many others in the classical
music landscape we are very thrilled by Carolin
Widmann, and very enthusiastic about being part of
the commission for Hans Abrahamsen to compose a
solo violin piece for Carolin Widmann. A story going
back to 2012 when Carolin Widmann performed
Abrahamsen’s Double Concerto for violin and piano
together with the pianist Tanja Zapolski and the
strings from the Danish National Symphony
Orchestra in The DR Concert Hall. Abrahamsen
really noticed the delicate and unique way that
Carolin Widmann approaches the works she
performs. In a German interview from2017 Carolin
talks about her way into new works. With enthusiasm
she explains how she has to approach the music
without any previous experience when the music is
quite new. How to understand and interpret must
start from zero. She tries to bring the same approach
even to older and more well-known music. Because
– according to Carolin – you have to keep listening
and playing the music as if it’s the first time – that’s
how the magic moments occur.
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